Transform your Samsung Tab S4 into a Multi-Use Device

With the Targus Tablet Cradle Workstation, Samsung QHD Monitor, and the Tab S4’s Samsung DeX software, you can create a seamless desktop experience. Use the external monitor to create a large format display of your tablet or use as a second screen to multitask while still using other features of your device.

Simply slide your Tab S4 – encased in the Targus Tablet Case for Samsung Galaxy S4 – into the Targus Tablet Cradle Workstation and instantly connect to the Samsung-enabled ecosystem.

Designed to work with the Samsung 24" QHD Monitor with USB-C for Business (LS24H850QFNXZA) or 27" H850 WQHD PLS Monitor (LS27H850QFNXGO) sold directly by Samsung. For a full desktop experience, use with:

- Targus Wireless Keyboard/Mouse Combo (AKM610BT)
- Targus 4Vu™ Magnetic Privacy Screen for Samsung SH850 Series 23.8. Landscape (AST055GLZ)
**Tablet Case**

- Protective Corners
- S Pen/Stylus Holder (stylus not included)
- LED Light Ring

**Cradle**

- Modular Tray with Screw-Less Design
- 350° Rotation
- 45° Tilt
- Built-In Kickstand
- Asset Tag Window
- 6-Foot USB-C Cable to Monitor